Flying saucers are feasible and not a joke
by Daniell Mesquita

In 1903 the first airplane were made. Despite the war on pioneerism claims Santos Dumont vs. Wright
Brothers, there is about 116 years humans flies on bird-based vehicles. There are always new versions,
but the basis principle is kept the same.
The exact title of this article, I've searched it on Google; surprisingly (or not - society didn't changed),
there were no posts saying that, but just jokes and astrophysicist Neil claiming flying saucers aren't
possible. Some humans haves the unhealthy desire to destructing instead of constructing, and all the
biggest work positions are ready to obbey and say what the priviledged wants - as did against greek
phylosophers.
Like traditional money is the same (even digital credit-cards money is pegged to physical money) and
Bitcoin innovation were received as a joke (I remember when I advertised BTC in 2016), flying saucers
are possible but the human arrogance turns it into jokes: because jokes are easier than properly think.
As people received Bitcoin in 2016 as a flying saucer and laughed at me, if today I advertise Duniter
to the bitcoiners and Ethereum unicorns, they will also joke and see it as a flying saucer.
If you understand about psychopaths, they sees birds as a meaning, and not as what they simply are.
They compares people to bugs and themselves to birds. When they sees a airplane and its bird-based
form, they began crazy and takes their cars to follow; and we have experience seeing that here. Who
are the first persons to joke about flying saucers and pay professionals to minimize legitm talks to
give place to jokes? Who are the first persons who don't want humanity to thrive? Psychopathy is
linked to retrogradism.
I'm hated a lot for researching about psychopathy and pointing concrete facts in my investigations
about Freemasonry as the biggest crimminal organization (and responsible for the savagerism of
capitalism). They joked and asked for professional labels, but: I have no problems on admitting I'm
not a scientist, physicist, astro/quantum phisycist, aeronautics graduate, psychiatric, etc. Now is a
tendence on neoliberalism to put unprofessional persons to manage professional things; I just see it
as a distortion of my vision of generalism instead of specialism. I don't need to be a graduated
specialist if I have ideals and good creativity. And right now (they knew my drawing before, when
scanning it at cybercafe) they will hate me even more. The prepotent, arrogant, idealist, autist,
dreammer and feminine (they considers feminity as a weak and bad thing) Daniell, who they says
"creates lots of nonsense things", now came with a drawing for a functional flying saucer starting
from small non-tripulated vehicle to a tripulated hi-speed hybrid vehicle (for both atmosphere and
spatial exploring) using anti-gravitational properties.

